
Elaboration

A very good and warm year, where all three grape varieties did

achieve a perfect maturity with beautiful concentration despite

the rainy weather at the beginning of September.

The tasting of the “vins clairs” (still wines after first fermentation)

did confim the high qualities of each grape variety in each village,

requiring a really delicate and meticulous blending in order to 

enhances the superb structure and texture of this vintage, while

enabling the aromatic potential to be fully developed.

Tasting notes

The robe is shiny and shows an elegant golden colour, the bubbles

are tiny and persistent.

The nose reveals a wonderful aromatic complexity, first of all fine

and discreet with floral notes, then more intense aromas of red

fruits, honey and dried fruits (hazelnuts) on a light background of

citrus fruits.

On the palate, the cuvée is very straight and pure with a refined

texture. It is fresh, intense and rich with notes of yellow fruits 

(apricots, peaches) and toasted brioche. 

The final is very long, elegant and fresh. 

Complex and intense, this Champagne expresses the unique 

personality of the 2002 vintage while being totally Boizel.

This cuvée will accompany marvelously a truffle 

stuffed guinea fowl, a veal filet with chanterelles or 

a bass cooked in salt crust.

Some years, the best ones, 

the grapes have the typicity

that the Boizel family is 

looking FOR to elaborate the 

vintage cuvées: the challenge

is to express the exceptional

personality of the vintage

while reflecting 

the House style. 

MILLÉSIME
2002

Bottle

35 % Chardonnay 

55 % Pinot noir 

10 % Pinot meunier

Dosage :  8 gr/l

16/20  
Guide Revel des Champagnes

2011

Das Champagner Handbuch 
2011

17/20
“Rich,full bodied and very greedy

A complete and intense Champagne”
Guide Bettane & Desseauve

2011

15,60/20
“Good concentration and depth 

with well integrated acidity” 
Decanter

2011




